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Meet
AI

Meet A.I. This is a very strange time in its life.

Late last year, ‘The Portrait of Edmond Belamy’, created by the Paris-based
artistic group Oblivious and generated entirely by a deep learning algorithm, sold
for $432,500 at an art auction.
The media took the event
to mark the emergence of
Artificial Intelligence as
a new Artistic Medium

The inevitable aiapocalypse fear
mongering
followed:
“Artists had
better beware:
The machines are
on their way, and
they’re coming
for your jobs”
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Why only artists?
If Machines now
possess the
creativity to
generate original
art, they surely
must have
mastered and will
soon replace
humans in bluecollar jobs too,

Right?

Not quite. Lets dig a little deeper… (pun-tastic!)

The GAN, The Myth, The Legend

Circa 2014
I’m the Generator
(G). I learn the
data distribution
and use it to
generate
synthetic images

The model that was used to generate that
painting (and all the fabricated celebrity gossip
and fake news videos that circulate on social
media) is known as a Generative Adversarial
Network (or GAN). GANs are adept at
generating synthetic samples by learning the
underlying representation of thedata
Goodfellow et al unleashed this two headed
demon on the world in their 2014 paper and the
algorithm has since gained widespread research
interest and universal scientific acclaim
“The GAN and its variations that
are now being proposed is the
most interesting idea in the last
decade in Machine Learning!”
-Yann LeCun
2018 ACM Turing award co-recipient

I’m the Discriminator
(D). I predict if the
image was sampled
from the training set
or was generated
synthetically by G

The training algorithm is
a minimax two-player
game that converges
when G is able to fool D
by generating samples
that look real.

Fact!

Although they weren’t called GANs
and weren’t used to generate
synthetic images, the origins of
algorithms that use adversarial
games between systems to
generate novel outputs dates back
to over 2 decades ago!

Circa 1990

Jürgen Schmidhuber Proposed
the notion of “Artificial
Curiosity” in his seminal 1990
paper and later demonstrated
its application in reinforcement
learning settings where agents
employ “curious exploration”
to minimize the errors in their
model of the world
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For all the cooks
with their fingers in
the GAN pie over
the years, there are
still major problems
such as Model
Instability and Mode
Collapse yet to be
tackled. Algorithmic
shortcomings are
further exacerbated
by the use of
unsuitable data and
ill posed problems…

Take this GAN that gave surprising and unpredictable
results when used for generating cat pictures
And so the model taught itself
that letters must be a part of
what constitutes a cat…

The Data that the model was trained
on contained images of cat memes
from the internet…
Okay, so the
algorithms have
limitations. Surely,
the scientific
community is working
towards fixing them.

… And it began generating images of
cats embedded with characters of
some strange fictitious language!

Well, remember Tay; Microsoft’s “AI
with zero chill”, that was released
into the twitter-verse for all of
16 hours before
it had to be
shut down?

In the meantime, such
bloopers are harmless
and make for some
good ol’ innocous
humour, right?

Tay was designed to learn by interacting with humans, but it was unable to distinguish good
behavior to emulate from the deliberate trolling that is commonplace on the internet. This
quickly turned the chatty and friendly AI into a bigoted and fascist PR nightmare.

Or Youth Laboratories’
beauty pageant judged
purely by AI That
Proved to be
overwhelmingly
racist in its
selection of
winners and
Consistently
discriminated
Against
People of
color.
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Decades of building better hardware,
experimenting with deep model
architectures and working on image
recognition and this is what it
culminates to?

Why do
models
‘misbehave’
?
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Math, computer science and everything nice,

these were the ingredients chosen,
To learn patterns in a corpus of data

… But, we forgot to account for an intrinsic ingredient
in the mix: SOCIAL BIAS

And so, we ended up teaching algorithms the prejudices that underpin
our society and then deploying them back into that very setting

we inadvertently inflated these biases by assuming that algorithms are inherently
neutral and can be relied upon to define policies and actions
Internal Use - Confidential

There exists a group of brave explorers who are voyaging across unchartered
scientific territories, where computer science meets the humanities and social sciences…

So,
how are
we solving

this
problem?

… to understand
how to design
fair,
accountable,

Unfortunately
these

transparent
and unbiased
algorithms

explorations
are
fundamentally

post-hence
and have so
far only
yielded
important
insights on
what we’ve
been doing
wrong.

Projects such
as “Gender
shades”
(buolamwini,
gebru) brought
to light the
racial and
gender-based
discrimination
by computer
vision models
and other
hastily adopted
automated
decision-making
software

The work is
yet to move
out of the
academic
sphere and
to yield
actionable
items.

On the other end, there are those who
will do whatever it takes to appear to be
solving these problems

Strategy 2: Math Washing
WHAT: camouflaging bias beneath the facade of
‘neutral’ math
How it’s done: shroud a product in excessive
‘mathi-ness’ to the point that the general public
stops questioning the motives of its decisions.
When things go wrong, blame the algorithm and
absolve yourself of any culpability

Strategy 1: Bureaucracy
for: a given product X and an
appointed group of people Y,
If:
Y can speak no evil about X
Y can see no evil in X
Y can hear no evil from X
Then: Y can affirm that there exists
no evil in X

“Touch ID doesn't store any
images of your fingerprint,
and instead relies only on a
mathematical
representation.”

Apple, 2017

What ends up happening is bigoted, biased algorithms being blindly
stamped with an ethics certificate and pushed to production where
they have real effects on social decision making and cause the same
havoc all over again

…
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Well, Because the media coverage is not an accurate depiction of ground reality. It’s more like a
projection of science fiction scenarios onto genuine scientific advancements. resembling eager parents,
blinded by love (for funding from big tech) for their child, media outlets create a huge ruckus and
herald each incremental output from major research labs as paradigm-changing and revolutionary
ReLU stands for Rectified
Linear Unit. It’s an
activation function widely
used in Deep Learning!

Lulu just said her
first word!!! She
said ‘relu’ !!!

OMG! She’s a genius!
She’s going to grow up
to solve Artificial
General Intelligence!

Remember the
STORY about
s

chatbots that
invented their
own secret

language?
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Media Coverage
~
Public Expectation
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The viral news articles all spoke of how the chatbots had gone off on their own and invented their
own jargon to negotiate more effectively than was possible in English. The team then was forced
to shut down the program over concerns of what their creations could yield if allowed to continue

In reality, the bots were left to learn from each other, rather from humans and this led to them
learning each other’s mistakes, without knowing that they were mistakes in the first place.

Think of it as babies conversing with each other. Yes, they
speak a language quite unlike English and sure, both
parties seem to understand each other, but is the
language being spoken a higher form of conversation or
merely what started out resembling language, steadily
devolving into incoherent noises?

Scientific Reality
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In its coverage of
advancements in
AI, the media
saves all its
pessimism for the
implications of
the work;
regularly painting
impending
dystopian
science-fiction
scenarios. It
seldom confers
the same
cynicism towards
the merit of the
work

As the media rushes to report on scientific advancements, it mistakenly conflates
opinion with fact and pumps a hyperbolic narrative, dripping with conjecture.
The unsuspecting public sees these futuristic scenarios as depictive of the current
landscape of technological advancement and this breeds misinformation. Soon, the
general opinion is cemented on the exaggerated capability of current AI systems.
With public opinion soaring, the industry finds a suitable
opportunity to quote high valuations and leech investor
money. And so, practitioners that were dominating other
technologies turn into AI experts overnight and they
begin to peddle the same overstated narratives,
propagating even more speculation
to further heighten public interest
What emerges is an incentive scheme
that favors impactful-looking results
over rigorous scientific enquiry. And
this contorts the benchmarks that
newcomers strive towards
So, in this battle against a
burgeoning snowball of shoddy
scholarship, fueled by interest
and ignorance, the true
experts find themselves
on the back foot

Think of ML Scholarship as a game of

Jenga…

The false prophets, with their lackadaisical
methodology and dearth of scientific rigor go on
to publish volumes of work that overstate
results, contort excessive mathematical language
for technical rigor, and anthropomorphize simple
tasks as the encoding of human abilities.

they lay a rather unstable foundation for the
future of ML Scholarship, upon which generations
of researchers inevitably begin to base their work
As novices
enter the field,
they begin by
turning
towards the
work that is
already
published,
because surely
it must be
well qualified
and reviewed.
They have no
reason to
challenge
existing claims
and end up
learning the
same practices
of hyperbole
and
speculation
and eventually
become
incentivized to
follow the
same
protocols for
their shot in
the spotlight

The cycle
perpetuates and
those who try to
fix the system
from the inside
find themselves
dreadfully
outnumbered
For each
conference that
puts the effort
into meticulously
reviewing and
reproducing
submissions before
making acceptance
decisions,

there are ten
others that
operate on a quid
pro quo, set up
to mutually
benefit each
other’s publication
records

And so we find ourselves in this
precarious game
The true experts that
are trying to bring
about systemic change
are extremely
influential only within
the confines of academia

The ones whose voices do reach the
general public are the ones painting
doomsday scenarios and proclaiming
the existential threat that AI poses.
Ironically, these are the same
people pumping money and
effort into filling our online
platforms, our roads and even
our homes with manifestations
of the very same algorithms.

how many ROUNDS of this
do we have left?
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But to them, there’s nothing to
fix, because, well,
its nothing personal,
its just business
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Lets make it PERSONAL shall we?

things that exist only because
people believe in them are thought
of as the Tinkerbell effect

So, the way you can beat the system
is by educating yourself on the true
capabilities of this technology.

Twitter: @MachineLearnist themachinelearnist@gmail.com

Make sure to spend some time understanding
the methodology of the work and the validity
of the results

So, the next time you see a trending article, with
a clickbait title, full of buzzwords and hype…

Once you can
strip the
coverage of
its speculation
and hype

…And you find your jaw
dropping when reading
about the new A.I. that can
cure cancer
…and will soon replace all
doctors in all hospitals
across the world

Facebook: @TheMachineLearnist Instagram: @themachinelearnist

You will find that
the work being done
is qualitatively just
small incremental
enhancements
On existing
Capability

But that’s just how

research
works!

And it might be unsettling and
cause you a great deal of dismay
to learn that…

And now we can walk
together, towards
responsibly shaping the
public discourse around it

…For all the
people from all
over the world
working on
creating AI

…most of what is
actually used
today is the
result of
incremental
improvements on
pattern
recognition
capabilities which
were proposed
years ago
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